Correlations play an important role in double-ionization dynamics of complex atoms. In this work, we investigate inner-shell two-photon double ionizations of neon induced by attosecond extreme ultra-violent pulse, in the framework of quantum master equation approach. In our simulations, we include dominated coupled anti-symmetric wavefunctions of two ongoing electrons, and observe the distinct non-sequential effect via broadened double-peak structure, where the energy sharing behavior is dominated by specific part of partial waves. Furthermore, dissipation processes, including out-shell ionization and spontaneous decay, are presented to interpret derivation of correlations in our simulations, and breakdown of two-photon double ionization scaling laws. Finally, total cross section of 2s 2 double ionizations is investigated in our model.
I. INTRODUCTION
The many-body problem of electron correlations is a major challenge for chemistry, atomic, molecular and condensed matter physics [1] . Traditionally, dynamic processes of an electron are commonly treated as a oneparticle phenomenon, due to the complexity of electron correlations. In the last few decades, novel techniques, concerning X-ray free-electron lasers [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] and table-top high harmonic generation source [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] , provide ultrahigh energy photon or ultra-short pulse duration coherent laser with much high intensity [15] . Owing to this unprecedented tool, some fancy time-dependent lasermatter interactions can be exposed, unraveling complex nonlinear responses to the external field. In manyelectron atom, dynamic electron correlations may contribute to those effects, since atom needs "intrinsic time" to response field in ultra-short time region. Accordingly, exploring dynamic electron correlations by attosecond pulse draws much interests in this field [15] . And it has become a cornerstone in meticulous understanding correlations in other burgeoning subjects [16, 17] .
When attosecond pulse interacts with atom, single photon energy may exceed the ionization threhold, and photoionization emerges which induces dynamic electron correlations [18] . And if the photon energy exceeds the ionization threhold of monovalent ion simultaneously, the second ionization event sequentially occurs. For considerable long pulse, two ionization events can be regarded as non-correlated event. But for ultra-short pulse, two ongoing electrons may fall into non-stationary states, expressed as the energy sharing of two electrons [19, 20] . In other words, a non-sequential double ionization manifests in attosecond pulse, which indicates a breakdown of single active-electron approximation and reveals electron correlations in photoionization dynamics. It has become * li yq@nudt.edu.cn † jmyuan@nudt.edu.cn a benchmark process for exploring electron correlations in atoms [21] .
For accessible measurements on decoding information of two-photon double ionization (TPDI) process, much efforts have been done for helium, regarded as the most simple three-body Coulomb system [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] , thanks to the cold-target recoil-ion-momentum spectroscopy technique. In recent decades, plenty of theoretical works concerning time-dependent method have been performed with various properties, including energy spectrum, cross section, angular distributions and so forth [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] . While the most powerful ab initio tools are time-dependent Schrödinger equation or its varieties, the barrier may be insurmountable in performing dynamics beyond twoelectron systems. This has motivated some works focused on other reliable theoretical frameworks. For instance, Rmatrix method for Ne and Ar [44, 45] , time-dependent wavepacket for Mg [46] , time-dependent density matrix for Ne [47] etc., are utilized in double photoionization dynamics. While most works have exploited double ionization properties of valence electrons, few papers concentrate on developing the time-dependent inner-shell double ionization ab initio model [48] [49] [50] . Nevertheless, endeavors should be devoted into the area of inner-shell electron correlations in the time-scale of attosecond, revealing the "intrinsic time" on complex atom.
Inner-shell TPDI process occurs only if duplicate photon energy exceeds summation of two inner-electron ionization thresholds (2ω > E 1 th + E 2 th ). Here, an obvious phenomenon is that the coherent extreme ultraviolent laser (XUV) creates hole structure, and decoherent effects occur coinstantaneously. These competitions would make a prominent change in final dynamic evolution, and a standard tool of handling laser-matter dynamics with the interplay of coherence and dissipation is called quantum master equation approach. In the last few years, we have successfully expanded the dimension of the states to thousands to incorporate laser-induced ultra-fast dynamics of complex atoms [51] . In this work, we propose ab initio quantum master equation approach to explore the inner-shell 2s 2 TPDI, triggered by a XUV attosecond pulse. In our model, under adiabatic approximation of photoionization processes [52, 53] , coupled antisymmetric wavefunctions of two ongoing electrons are considered in density matrix framework, where the role of different augular components is shown by revealing correlation effects. In the presence of dissipative processes, we find decoherence makes a distinct change in inner-shell TPDI processes. This paper is organized as follows: In Section II, we give a detailed description of quantum master equation approach to incorporate TPDI processes. Section III covers our results and discussions for inner-shell TPDI, where comparison has been made between with and without decoherent processes. We summarize with a discussion in Section IV.
II. METHOD OF QUANTUM MASTER EQUATION IN TPDI PROCESS
We make a brief description of quantum master equation, where the system considered is assumed to couple with a reservoir. Normally, there is infinite number of variables in the reservoir, which is hard to take all the degrees of freedom into account explicitly. For that, density matrix method can be used to handle this problem by tracing out the environmental variables. In the framework of Born-Markov approximation, the coupling between system and bath can be factorized in Lindblad form [54] , regarded as decoherent factors in the coherent system evolution. Then the system can be described by quantum master equation approach,
whereρ denotes the reduced density matrix operator of the system by tracing out the reservior degree of freedom, H s is total Hamiltonian of the system, γ i represents the decay rate of transition channel i, andσ i (σ † i ) denotes annihilation (creation) state operator for the transition channel i.
In photoionization dynamics, induced electron falls into continuum state, and the question is that how to introduce infinite continuum states into the density matrix framework. Here, we follow the method of Nikolopoulos et.al. [52, 53] , and infinite continuum states (except the ionization channel considered) can be denoted by decay rate and ac-stark shift of bound state. And the former is well-known Fermi golden rule. We remark here that more details of adiabatic elimination of continuum states can be found in Appendix of Ref. [53] . A. Coupled anti-symmetric wavefunctions in quantum master equation
In this section, we take 2s 2 TPDI processes of neon as example to explain the coupled anti-symmetry of wavefunctions in the master equation. Sketch of inner-shell 2s 2 TPDI on neon is shown in Fig. 1 . We can see the analogous cascade three-level model {2s 2 2p 6 → 2s 1 2p 6 + ε 1 → 2p 6 +ε 1 +ε 2 }, while other plenty of transition channels including spontaneous decay from 2p to 2s and 2p photoionization are taken into account. As well known, spontaneous decay, coupled with vacuum environment, is regarded as decoherence in standard quantum optics techniques. Kinetic energy of ionized 2p electron should be larger than of concerned 2s electron, located far away from nucleus in short time. Hence, these channels can be approximated as decoherent processes in time evolution. In this work, these two kinds of transitions are regarded as dissipation as can see in Eq.(1). One thing should be noticed that, final states are composed of ion and two continuum states, and these states obey the mutual antisymmetry as well as the angular-coupling. As a result, total wavefunction is the anti-symmetric product of basis coupled with three angular momentums j i .
In our method, Coulomb correlation of two ongoing electrons is neglected in final double continuum. And intermediate state is dominated by single ionized continuum state with ground state in monovalent ion. As a fact, the rationality of these two assumptions have been testified in helium by 2 nd time-dependent perturbation theory [55] [56] [57] . In addition, transition dipoles and ionization threholds can be precomputed precisely as channel parameters, presenting reliable simulations. In the following, we present details of the derivation.
First, we define the relevant states in density matrix
where index "1, 2, 3" denotes three main states in TPDI processes, as shown in Fig. 1 , and ε 1 and ε 2 the first and second ionized electron with kinetic energy, respectively. Note here that anti-symmetry and angular-coupling is included in final states |J, M . Following the standard processes of angular momentum coupling, the explicit form of the final wavefunction reads
where,
(4) Here, 6 − j coefficient is included according to exchange coupling order of three angular numbers. For the 2s 2 TPDI process with j c = 0, for example, Eq. (3) can be simplified as
where "3j 2j " denotes ion state couples with second electron, and "3j 1i " with first electron. After considering coupled anti-symmetry of wavefunction, one would observe a self-symmetric phenomenon in energy spectrum [27] .
B. Details in quantum master equation for TPDI
In this subsection, we generate the master equation approach to include the TPDI processes. A brief illustration of these ionization channels is in Fig. 2 . Here, intermediate states denoted by |2ε i represent virtual and concrete states in non-sequential and sequential processes, respectively. And, it has probability that electron {ε 2 , j 2 } is ionized firstly. Then in next ionization step, intermediate state |2ε 2 couples with continuum state of second electron {ε 1 , j 1 } to form the final state. As can see, the final state |ψ is the combination of two ionized states, indicating that two indistinguishable electrons would perturb sequence of two ionization events. Now, we present the specific time-dependent differen- tial density matrix equations for TPDI processes. For convenience, we neglect reservoir damping parts of Eq.(1) in our deduction, which would maintain the form of final equation [52] . Therefore, Eq.(1) takes the Liouville equation formρ
In dipole approximation,Ĥ I (t) has the form in rotatingwave approximation
Here, Ω ij (t) = E(t) i||d||j represents Rabi frequency, contributing coherences in dynamics induced by laser field. Normally, XUV pulse-shape can be assumed as a Gaussian-type profile
where τ is the full width at half-maximum pulse length. In magnetic sublevels,D ij is coupled with 3-j coefficient by Winger-Eckart theorem
σ denotes laser polarization. As can see in Fig. 2 , |1 , |2ε 1 , |3ε 1 ε 2 as well as |2ε 2 , |3ε 2 ε 1 are taken into account. For unambiguous presentation, we would present formulas in the most simply case, with only one angularcoupling term in relevant states. Detailed formulas are shown in Appendix A. Furthermore, fast oscillation function cos(ωt) can be reduced by substituting ρ ij to ρ ij = σ ij e inωt , where n = 0, ±1, ±2 and ω is laser frequency. n is chosen to get close to the value E i − E j . Hence, the reduced Rabi frequency can be defined as
In the adiabatic approximation, integrations in evolution equations can be absorbed by decay factors and ac-stark shifts. In our simulations, ac-stark shifts are neglected due to tiny contributions [52] . Note here that anti-symmetric parts of two continuum wavefunctions should be included in density matrix, and Rabi frequency regarding coupled anti-symmetric final states reads
Here, delta functions guarantee the orthonormalization on bound and continuum states. Phase factor s = j 1 + j 2 is given in Eq. (5) . In Eq. (11), two diverse Rabi patterns are contained in second ionization channel, demonstrating two kinds of population contributions on different continuum state with ε = ε j and ε i . Plugging Eq. (11) and ionization rates into evolution equation yields the following differential equations:
In adiabatic elimination, time-dependent ionization rates are presented in equations of lower states, expressing population depletion (Eq. (12)) and decoherence (Eq. (13)) in states evolution. And as can see in Eq. (17), element σ 2ε2,3ε1ε2 is presented in normal element equatioṅ σ 3ε1ε2,3ε1ε2 , contributing to anti-symmetric effects in dy-namics.
In this work, atomic structure parameters, like transition energies and dipole moments, are calculated in flexible atomic code (FAC) with relativistic framework and configuration interaction. Only E1 transition channels are included in our calculations, as major contribution of transitions. The ionization thresholds are 48.03 eV and 73.32 eV for the two 2s electron ionization events, respectively. We choose the XUV photon energy to be ω = 90 eV in " so called" sequential ionization regime ω > max(E 1 th , E 2 th ) [35] , with centering kinetic energies of two ongoing electrons being 41.97 eV and 16.68 eV, respectively. In practice, lattice calculation is performed to present TPDI populations in different continuum states, characterized by electron energy ε i , which indicates that different final states are mutual independent. It is reasonable since free-free transitions can be neglected as a result of the large XUV photon energy. Therefore, final populations can be obtained by performing high-performance parallel computing. Note here that atomic units are used in the whole paper unless stated.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

A. Energy spectrum in inner-shell TPDI dynamics
In this subsection, we investigate TPDI of complex atoms triggered by XUV laser beams, and take neon as examples based on quantum master equation approach. We present ten dominant states of cascade for the TPDI processes of 2s electrons (spontaneous and other ionization decay states not shown), as shown in Table I . Here, intermediate states with one continuum state labeled by angular J 1 and J 2 represents normal and anti-symmetric term, respectively. Obeying transition law, two ongoing electrons can be in the states with orbital angular momentum l = 1 and J = 0.5, 1.5, as a result of momentum conservation for 2s shell electrons with l = 0. Hence, only five different coupling final atomic states of the two continuum electrons are shown in Table I , where they contribute in a completing manner in ultrafast TPDI dynamics of complex atoms. Note here that anti-symmetric terms in each five final states, as indicated in Eq. (5), are obtained by coupling J c and J 2 first and then with J 1 as well as kinetic electron energy exchanging.
We demonstrate our numerical results for different pulse durations τ in Fig. 3 , where angle-integrated photoelectron ionization energy spectrum for two inner-shell electrons are shown. Here, one-dimensional energy distributions [ Fig. 3(b) (d)(f)] are derived from populations of two-dimensional spectrum [ Fig. 3(a 
where ω c = 90 eV represents central photon energy. We clearly observe a energy sharing between two ionized 2s electrons of neon with a broadened peaks localized symmetrically in the E 1 − E 2 panels. This phenomena can be explained by non-sequential TPDI processes as a result of exchange correlations in coherent ionization processes. In physical view, first ionization induced by one photon reaches to non-stationary state at first. Then, second ionization may occur during the relaxation time from non-stationary to stationary state [35] . As a result, two electrons can share kinetic energy with each other.
No.
core In our results, it is even more pronounced for shorter pulses as shown in Fig. 3(a) , since short duration of laser pulse yields broader photon spectral range, according to uncertainty principle ∆E · ∆t ∼ . Owing to neglect correlations in post-ionization (Section II A), energy sharing must derive from initial and intermediate states in non-sequential channels. In our model, ground state as well as non-stationary intermediate states are embodied in the picture of "virtual sequential" ionizations, similar to 2 nd time-dependent perturbation theory [57] . On the contrary, TPDI process can be regarded as independent ionization events as sequential behavior in long pulse duration limit τ → +∞, characterizing well-defined two discrete peaks. And also, non-sequential effects would contribute tiny populations, as illustration of stretching along the line between two peaks in Fig. 3(e) . One thing we should point out is the influence of Coulomb interactions 1/r 12 between the two ionized electrons in the continuum states on the energy spectra. This effects are strongly dependent on relative ejected angles and energies between the two electrons [35] . Feist et al. Fig. 3 (a)(c)(e) show two-dimensional energy spectrum without decoherence with x-and y-labels denoting the first and second electron energy E1 and E2 (in unit eV). Fig. 3 
where E 1 th and E 2 th are the 2s 2 and 2s 1 ionization threholds, respectively. ωc represents central photon energy. Symbol "(J1, J2) J" indicates the partial state in Table I , and "sum" denotes the total yield. For comparison, the corresponding dotted lines denote results in the presence of decoherence.
have made an elaborate work on repulsion of two continuum electrons from s orbital. It reveals that "back to back" emission mode dominates angular distribution pattern in short pulse duration, resulting in tiny infection of repulsion on final spectra. On the contrary, for long pulse duration, independent dipolar distribution occurs, leading to independent ionization events. For example, first electron with E 1 ≈ 41.97 eV ejects more fast compared to the second one in the same direction with E 2 ≈ 16.68 eV, diminishing Coulomb long-range repulsion which retards the second as well as accelerates the first (i.e. postcollision interaction) [35] . This effect only contributes to peaks shifts separately, but cannot disturb coherent or decoherent characteristic discussed in this paper. Therefore, we neglect the Coulomb interactions between the two ionized electrons of continuum states in our simulations.
Next, we would like to make a detailed discussion on correlation effects for different channels. We find that energy sharing mainly consists of three partial waves with (J 1 ,J 2 )J=(0.5,0.5)0, (1.5,1.5)0 and (1.5,1.5)2 for short pulse duration, as shown Fig. 3(b) , whereas the other two D-wave terms with (0.5,1.5)2 and (1.5,0.5)2 demonstrate no contribution around equivalent energy point. These phenomena can be explained by Pauli exclusion principle. In dipole approximation, two ongoing electrons ionized from 2s orbital would have orbital angular l = 1 and spin angular s = 0.5. In linear polarized laser, states (0.5,1.5)2 and (1.5,0.5)2 have identical angular number "lm l m s " and vanish at ε 1 = ε 2 , where continuum state is denoted by (εlm l m s ) with ε representing kinetic energy and m l + m s = m j . In other words, this depopulation results from Fermi exclusion force. Interestingly, for longer pulse duration τ , the population located at equivalent energy point splits into two parts, shifting toward symmetric resonant points separately, as shown in Fig. 3 (d) and (f). It demonstrates, as mentioned above, second ionization mainly occurs after the core relaxation, leading to energy conservation trend in each partial waves.
As shown in Eq. (17), population of final states depends on coherent terms. To further revealing the underlying physics of double ionization processes for innershell electrons, we discuss coherence for relevant channels, which is naturally included in off-diagonal elements.
Here, induced coherence of second ionization events as a function of energy E 2 is presented in Fig. 4 , where absolute values |ρ ij (t)| are shown at the end of pulse duration. Now, we reexplain phenomena shown in Fig. 3 in a new point of view, i.e. coherence.
(i) Symmetry of energy spectrum [ Fig. 3(a) , (c), (e)] Fig. 3 (b),(d) ,(f). Label "i → j" represents result of ionization channel from state i to j listed in Table I . The solid (dashed) lines denote normal transition channels (antisymmetric channels), and the dotted lines represent results in the presence of decoherence in corresponding case.
in the framework of density matrix is a result of transition channel coherence. For example, the contribution of the partial wave (0.5,0.5)0 is dominated by transition channels "2 → 6" and "4 → 6", where they demonstrate a symmetric structure as a function of E 2 , as shown in Fig. 4 . This argument is valid as well for anti-symmetric terms with exchanging energy of two ongoing electron.
(ii) For short pulse [ Fig. 4(a) ], three partial waves (0.5,0.5)0, (1.5,1.5)0 and (1.5,1.5)2 are associated with exchange correlations. Superposition between them dominates populations, and generates remarkable contributions on energy sharing between ionized electrons even though coherence functions do not overlap completely. While for long pulse [ Fig. 4(b) ], peak shifts toward points E 1 = 16.68 or 41.97 eV, superposition shrinks with the decrease of broadening, and energy sharing effects vanishes obviously. Therefore, we can make a conclusion that correlations in energy sharing is a result of the coherence in TPDI processes.
One big issue is indispensable dissipation processes in the presence of decoherence channels in coherent attosecond time-scale evolution of inner-shell electrons. As shown in the sketch of Fig. 1, both processes of filling 2s hole from 2p and 2p ionization transitions are referred to as decoherence channels. The relevant transition parameters are listed in Table II , where all time-dependent rates are given for an intensity of 10 14 W/cm 2 . We remark here that ionization channels regarding to 2p electron is one order of magnitude larger than 2s pump rates, while spontaneous decay from 2p to 2s is quite small with negligible contributions in time evolution. In our simulations, we include all the relevant decay processes in our time-dependent simulations.
Decoherence effects can be uncovered in Fig. 3(b) , (d), (f), where we observe that depopulation are obvious for all partial waves, as shown by the dotted lines. It indicates that decoherence in evolution dispels the peak structure, and eliminates correlations of two ongoing electrons. In other words, decoherence in inner-shell TPDI processes dissipate population in coherent evolution, and damps Rabi oscillation, resulting in peak vanishment. Effect becomes even more pronounced in Fig. 3(f) with τ = 500 as, where this phenomenon is also verified in next section with a breakdown of scaling laws in inner-shell ionization processes. The physical explanation is that population depletion processes are enlarged for longer pulse duration, as time-dependent ionization factors are dominated in decoherence.
B. Total cross section of 2s 2 TPDI processes of neon
In this subsection, total cross section (TCS) of 2s 2 TPDI processes of neon is investigated under attosecond pulse duration. Results are shown in Fig. 5 , with an intensity of I 0 = 10 14 W/cm 2 for three different pulse durations. TCS is investigated in both non-sequential and sequential regions. Conventionally, the definition of TCS in TPDI processes is
Here, P DI denotes total final yields in doubly ionizations. T eff represents effective time of XUV laser, with T eff = +∞ −∞ (I(t)/I 0 ) 2 dt. For Gaussian profile, T eff = τ π/(8ln2). We observe that TCSs initially maintain almost identical values for different τ in non-sequential region with ω < 73 eV, and then rise pronouncedly to the maximum, then drop gradually for larger τ . The physical reason is that non-sequential doubly ionization yields P DI non ∝ τ , and sequential yields P DI seq ∝ τ 2 [29] . We remark here that our results have similar patterns as helium obtained by the analytical model or TDSE [36, 37, 56, 57] . Actually, non-sequential channel can be handled in virtual sequential ionization picture, indicating that there is no evident distinction between "sequential" and "non-sequential" [57] . Standing on this verdict, apparent increase of TCS around second ionization threshold ω = 73 eV derives from "sequential" contributions due to broadening photon energy peak [58] , and larger τ leads to sharper rise as a result of smaller broadening width. The results in Fig. 5 indicate that our model has the capacity for simulating TPDI processes, which motivates our exploring on breakdown of scaling law from decoherence.
C. Breakdown of scaling laws in inner-shell sequential TPDI process
In this subsection, we explore the scaling law for the open quantum system in the framework of master equation approach, by considering final yields of inner-shell TPDI process as a function of pulse parameters. Actually, interaction with metabolic external field can influence dynamic evolution, reflecting final yields modulated by pulse. On the other hand, modification of system may be non-trivial when including dissipation coupled with reservoir. Therefore, time-dependent quantum master equation is performed to simulate this multi-channel evolution. Results are summarized in Fig. 6 . Here, total yields of TPDI process are gathered by accounting all populations in two-dimensional spectrum. Comparisons are presented so as to emphasize the importance of decoherence, as shown by the dashed lines in Fig. 6(b) .
One key point of TPDI is the scaling law for long pulse duration and low intensity [29] 
in the condition of ρ 11 ≈ 1. This relation reveals that two independent ionization events dominate the TPDI process in long pulse limit, and break down in short pulse limit, since interval between first and second ionization events mainly exceeds correlated time. Our results demonstrate an unambiguous asymptotic behavior of coherence calculation to quadratic scaling in long pulse limit, whereas deviation from quadratic scaling is observed in short pulse limit, similar to results of helium in Ref. [27, 29] . Population loss in short limit can be explained as follows: independent model highlights that, when the first ionization event from ground to intermediate state has been conducted completely, the second ionization event proceeds from intermediate to final state during the pulse. In this process, populations in intermediate state are larger than those in our simulation at the beginning of second ionization occurs. Therefore, double ionization of independent model can produce more yields during second ionization event. (Fig. 3(b) , (d), (f)) as a function of τ . Peak and equivalent energy are 16.7 eV and 29.3 eV. respectively. In the long pulse limit, we observe that, the slope of peak point in log-log diagram approaches to 4, and for other points it approach to 2. In addition, distinct modulation by Rabi oscillation of non-uniform scaling is ob-served by varying detuning ∆ = E 2 th +E 2 −ω c , indicating non-perturbative behaviors in our model. Specifically, in short pulse limit, populations in all non-peak points show same power with peak points, and nonsynchronously become quadratic upon increasing pulse duration τ . This variation on power value emerges in smaller τ when absolute value of detuning is larger, e.g. far from peak point ε = 16.7 eV. As a fact, in long pulse limit, biquadratic power in peak points can be derived from first-order approximation in perturbation theory. Details can see the Appendix B. While, quadratic power of non-peak points derives from sequential ionization picture, which follows function Eq. (21) . And, modulation attributes to shrinking photon energy peak width, exposing to sequential region earlier in larger detuning points when increasing τ . In our conclusions, odd is shown in quadratic scaling of total TPDI yields P DI , however, biquadratic in peak points. We would like to point out that it can be confirmed by sum all points populations in broadening peak area (sequential region) in energy spectrum.
where Γ denotes full width at half-maximum with respect to photon energy. Hence, relation with pulse duration reads Γ · τ ∼ . Above all, results in Fig. 6 (b) demonstrate that biquadratic increasing is shown in photon energy peak region as a function of τ , while quadratic increasing in other area. In spite of biquadratic, photon energy peak region contracts with quadratic scaling, also obeying quadratic increasing in total yields.
Next, we highlight the influence of decoherent processes on the scaling law, and observe the breakdown of it, as shown in Fig. 6 , with larger deviation for longer pulse duration. In Fig. 6 (c), we also make these comparisons as a function of intensity I 0 . In the absence of decoherence, quadratic scaling matches the conclusion in Eq. (21) , and also obey the trend of helium with low intensity [31] , whereas, in the presence of decoherence, a distinct derivation can be observed for larger laser intensity. We remark here that adiabatic elimination on degrees of continuum states is equivalent to first-order approximation, since loss rate in ground state is proportional to decay factor (see Fermi golden rule, Eq. (12)). It indicates that our model can handle in relatively low intensity region compared with transition energy. In this process, dynamics with XUV intensity under 10 16 W/cm 2 can be simulated correctly, and adaptation of our model in higher intensity is beyond the scope in this paper. Our results confirm that induced decoherence from other ionization channels are modulated by XUV pulse parameter, manifesting time-dependent properties. And distinct breakdown of scaling laws reveals the indispensability of decoherence in inner-shell 2s 2 TPDI process.
IV. SUMMARY
In summary, we explore the inner-shell electronelectron correlations, and present calculations for 2s 2 TPDI processes in attosecond time-scale. To take dissipative processes into account, we develop quantum master equation approach to simulate coherent ionized processes, where 2p electron ionization channels and spontaneous decay processes are included in time evolution. In our model, adiabatic elimination of infinity degrees of continuum states is adopted, and coupled anti-symmetry of them is performed in density matrix framework. Twodimensional spectrum for inner-shell ionized electrons shows that correlations of two ongoing electrons are indistinct in short pulse duration, characterized by energy sharing in non-sequential channels. In the presence of decoherence, we find that depopulation and broadening occur around peak areas. Furthermore, we observe the breakdown of scaling laws of TPDI processes. Our simulations emphasize the critical role of decoherent processes even in attosecond time-scale evolution.
Therefore, population in excited state is proportional to square of duration ρ 22 ∝ τ 2 . As a conclusion, popula-tions in peak centering point follows P c ∝ τ 4 . One thing should be mentioned that this relation strongly rely on the pulse characters.
